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TIMELINE (Online)
Activities

Type of activity

1.Groups read the scientific report and
the news article, get familiar with the
case.

Introduction

2.Groups agree on general strategy:
agree on initial aims for each group
what its interests are, what the group
wants to achieve, agree on the roles,
group rules.
Groups make a list of organizations
and brief descriptions on what
interests the other organizations have,
who the potential coalition partners
are.

In-group
discussion

3.Groups develop their proposal for
negotiations for other groups.
Groups communicate their proposals
for collaboration.
4.Groups negotiate with each other
about the options, and then it depends
whether all groups can reach a
consensus or alliances are formed
around several options.

Online
discussion
(format of press
conference)
Inter-group
communication
session coalition building
(online chats in
different
channels)
In-group
discussion

5.Group discussion on partnership,
revision of initial tactics.

6.Final discussion - negotiations with
strategic partners.

7.Final event. A representative of each
coalition shall present the agreement
reached. All the groups need to agree
on a joint final solution.
Representatives briefly present how
they would communicate information
to stakeholders about the coalitions
formed and the decisions taken.
8.Debriefing.
9.Individual reflections of participants.

Inter-group
discussion
(online chats in
different
channels)
Online
discussion

The result

Suggested
time (min)
Filled form about At least
competencies
one day
and skills
before
(before the
simulation
simulation)
General strategy Before
sheet, proposal
online
for collaboration simulation

Call for
collaboration

25-30

Share ideas,
search for
common
position

35-45

Revised
strategy,
(extended)
proposals for
other partners
Final proposals

15

General
agreement of all
coalitions

15

Wrap-up
Filled evaluation

15

15
15
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form and short
reflection on
simulation, filled
form about
competencues
and skills (after
the simulation)

